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then!

Lin Fan followed Li Xiuyun into the Li family.

“Lin Fan?”

Everyone in the room was shocked when they saw Lin Fan.

After all, they hadn’t seen Lin Fan for ten years since they had parted.

They never thought he would appear today.

“Aunt Li, Li Xian, it’s been a long time!”

Lin Fan smiled slightly and nodded to Li Xiuyun’s wife and daughter.

quickly!

Li Xian recovered from that surprise, a touch of discomfort suddenly

appeared on her face, so she said indifferently:

“Well, long time no see.”

It was a kind of indifference that turned away thousands of miles away,

telling Lin Fan clearly that I did not welcome you.

after all!

In the entire alley, who didn’t know that her father wanted to marry her

to Lin Fan?

But today she came with her fiancé, discussing the matters of the

wedding, and preparing to hold the wedding a few days later. At this

time, Li Xiuyun brought Lin Fan to come, didn’t she deliberately

disgusted her?

especially!

When she saw Lin Fan’s shabby appearance, the contempt and

indifference in her eyes became a bit rich.

Secretly rejoicing in my heart, but fortunately, I didn’t see Lin Fan as a

pauper on the spot!

I am now a college student at a prestigious university, with a fair

complexion and great knowledge. Look at Lin Fan?

A lively hanging silk!

The loser of life!

This kind of waste is worthy of yourself ?

Her dad must be crazy at the beginning!

It’s not just her!

Even Wang Yanli, who was on the side, dragged Li Xiuyun aside, and

shouted angrily:

“Are you crazy? Today is your daughter’s big day, did you bring him

here and intentionally embarrass your daughter?”

Obviously, she doesn’t welcome Lin Fan either!

After all, that poor look is really too eye-catching!

She didn’t want others to know that their family had such a poor

relative.

Just listen to this!

Li Xiuyun immediately became angry and said angrily:

“I take my own son home. Does it depend on the day and the face of

the person?”

In his eyes, Lin Fan is not an outsider, this is Lin Fan’s home!

“you…”

Wang Yanli was so blushing that she looked at Lin Fan with

embarrassment:

“Xiao Fan, you also know that I didn’t mean that, mainly because we

were really too busy today and it was inconvenient to treat guests!”

As soon as the words fell, Li Xian and others laughed contemptuously,

and looked at Lin Fan with a contemptuous look.

Lin Fan couldn’t hear the meaning of driving away, so even he got up

and said:

“Well, since you have things to be busy, then I will visit again another

day!”

“Uncle Li, I’m going one step ahead!”

just!

Still waiting for Lin Fan to take a step forward, Li Xiuyun violently

dragged him back, and said angrily:

“The wine is still drunk, what to go? I tell you, today the sky is big and

the earth is big, I’m the oldest son!”

“Who would dare to drive you away, that’s not to deal with me, Li

Xiuyun!”

With that said, Li Xiuyun looked at Wang Yanli with a grim look!

“You die old man!”

Wang Yanli’s face turned green with anger, and she scolded her angrily.

She was afraid that her son-in-law would mistakenly think that Li Xian

and Lin Fan had something to do with the pauper.

really!

At this moment, a man walked out and looked at Lin Fan

condescendingly:

“Li Xian, this is your ex-boyfriend? Your vision is too bad, right?”

A word!

Suddenly the atmosphere of the audience became extremely weird!

This is obviously humiliation!

The man, with a sneer at the corner of his mouth, looked at Lin Fan

with disdain, and at the same time showed off the extravagant Patek

Philippe on his wrist!

He is Li Xian’s fiancé, the young boss of a group in Jiang City, Zhou

Peize!

And this time!

A deep shame suddenly appeared on Li Xian’s face, and she said

angrily:

“Zhou Peize, what do you mean? I haven’t been in love with him! Do

you think I’m casual? What kind of cats and dogs can be fancy?”

Li Xian’s body trembled with anger, and her face was pale.

It seems that Zhou Peize’s words are a great insult to her!

She shouldn’t have anything to do with Lin Fan’s slings!

The two lovers, each one sentenced Lin Fan ruthlessly and humiliated

Lin Fan.

boom!

Their words and deeds completely angered Li Xiuyun, causing him to

split his eyes and roar frantically:

“I don’t like Xiao Fan? I tell you Li Xian, it’s because you have no

eyes!”
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